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Abstract 16 

Trimethylamine (TMA) is an odorous volatile organic compound emitted by industries. Algal-17 

based biotechnologies have been proven as a feasible alternative for wastewater treatment, 18 

although their application to abate polluted air emissions is still scarce. This work 19 

comparatively assessed the removal of TMA in a conventional bacterial bubble column 20 

bioreactor (BC) and a novel algal-bacterial bubble column photobioreactor (PBC). The PBC 21 

exhibited a superior TMA abatement performance compared to the conventional BC. In this 22 

sense, the BC reached a removal efficiency (RE) and an elimination capacity (EC) of 78 % and 23 

12.1 g TMA m-3 h-1, respectively, while the PBC achieved a RE of 97 % and a EC of 16.0 g 24 

TMA m-3·h-1 at an empty bed residence time (EBRT) of 2 min and a TMA concentration ~500 25 

mg m-3. The outstanding performance of the PBC allowed to reduce the operating EBRT to 1.5 26 

and 1 min, while maintaining high REs of 98 and 94 %, and ECs of 21.2 and 28.1 g m -3·h-1, 27 

respectively. Moreover, the PBC improved the quality of the gas and liquid effluents 28 

discharged, showing a net CO2 consumption and decreasing by ~ 30 % the total nitrogen 29 

concentration in the liquid effluent via biomass assimilation. A high specialization of the 30 

bacterial community was observed in the PBC, Mumia and Aquamicrobium sp. being the most 31 

abundant genus within the main phyla identified.  32 

33 
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 35 

1. Introduction  36 

The widespread release of odorous emissions to the atmosphere has become crucial due 37 

to their adverse effects on human health and the environment (Xue et al. 2013; Wei et 38 

al. 2015). Among odorous compounds, trimethylamine (TMA, C3H9N) has been 39 

identified as a potentially toxic and likely carcinogenic malodorous volatile organic 40 

compound with a low odor threshold concentration of 0.2 µg m-3 (Chang et al., 2004). 41 

Moreover, TMA exerts a detrimental effect on the synthesis of macromolecules such as 42 

DNA, RNA and proteins (Liffourrena and Lucchesi 2014), besides inducing teratogenic 43 

effects on animal embryos (Kim et al., 2003). TMA is emitted in wastewater treatment 44 

and composting facilities, livestock farms and fish meal manufacturing plants; being 45 

partially responsible for the unpleasant odor that characterizes these emissions (Chang 46 

et al. 2004; Ding et al. 2008). A proper management of TMA-laden emissions according 47 

to environmental regulatory limits is crucial not only to avoid safety and health hazards, 48 

but also to mitigate environmental impacts (i.e. greenhouse effect, acid rain and 49 

eutrophication) (Chang et al., 2004; Perillo and Rodríguez, 2016). 50 

Biotechnologies have been consistently proven as cost-effective and environmentally 51 

friendly alternatives to physical-chemical technologies for the abatement of odorous and 52 

toxic gas pollutants (Ho et al. 2008; Estrada et al. 2011). Microorganisms belonging to 53 

the genera Paracoccus, Hyphomicrobium, Pseudomonas, Methylophilus, Arthrobacter, 54 

Aminobacter, Haloanaerobacter and Bacillus are capable of using TMA as the only 55 

carbon and energy source (Ding et al. 2008). In addition, previous studies have 56 

demonstrated the feasibility of biologically degrading TMA in packed bed bioreactors 57 

such as biofilters and biotrickling filters, being the only biotechnology studied up to 58 

date (Aguirre et al., 2018; Wan et al., 2011). However, even if high TMA removal rates 59 
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have been achieved in these systems, the accumulation of NH3 (end product of the 60 

aerobic oxidation of TMA) typically induces the alkalization  of the medium, which 61 

ultimately limits TMA biodegradation (Ho et al. 2008). Previous researchers have also 62 

evaluated the subsequent NH3 bio-oxidation to nitrite (NO2
-) and nitrate (NO3

-) by 63 

heterotrophic bacteria (Oyarzun et al. 2019). However, these nitrogen-containing 64 

species remain in the liquid phase resulting in a high nitrogen-loaded effluent.  65 

In the past decades, algal-bacterial based technologies have been widely studied due to 66 

their capacity to simultaneously degrading toxic and/or recalcitrant organic materials 67 

and depleting nutrients such as ammonium and NO3
- at high removal rates (Borde et al. 68 

2003; Muñoz and Guieysse 2006). In this context, processes based on the symbiotic 69 

interaction between microalgae and bacteria may constitute a competitive alternative to 70 

bacterial-based biotechnologies, where TMA is oxidized by bacteria and the N-NH3 71 

released from TMA oxidation is fixed by microalgae. Microalgae also fix part of the 72 

CO2 produced in the bacterial oxidation of TMA and provide oxygen during the 73 

photosynthetic activity, thus reducing the CO2 footprint and the aeration needs of the 74 

process (Kang et al. 2017). Moreover, the biomass generated in these processes can be 75 

further valorized as biofuel feedstock or as biofertilizer (Muñoz and Guieysse, 2006). 76 

Despite the above mentioned advantages, the implementation of algal-bacterial 77 

processes for waste gas treatment has been scarcely studied. In this regard, the 78 

configuration of the photobioreactor is of key relevance since it determines the 79 

efficiency of light penetration in the algal-bacterial cultivation broth. Bubble column 80 

reactors guarantee construction and operation simplicity (Chang et al. 2017; Merchuket 81 

al. 2007), provide a high mass and heat transfer efficiency, and present low operating 82 

costs (Vo et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2018).   83 
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This research comparatively investigated the TMA removal performance of a bacterial 84 

bubble column bioreactor (BC) and an algal-bacterial bubble column photobioreactor 85 

(PBC), with a special focus on the quality of the treated gas (TMA and CO2 86 

concentrations) and liquid effluent (concentration of N-containing species). The 87 

structure of the microbial community in the PBC was also analyzed by pyrosequencing.  88 

 89 

2 Materials and Methods 90 

2.1 Inoculum 91 

Activated sludge from Valladolid wastewater treatment plant (Valladolid, Spain) was 92 

used to inoculate the BC, while a mixed inoculum containing activated sludge and 93 

microalgae (1:1 v/v) was employed for the inoculation of the PBC. The microalgae were 94 

obtained from a biogas upgrading high rate algal pond located at the Department of 95 

Chemical Engineering and Environmental Technology at the University of Valladolid 96 

(Valladolid, Spain) and operating with a total suspended solids (TSS) concentration of 97 

1.62 g L-1 and a volatile suspended solids concentration (VSS) of 1.48 g L-1 (Franco-98 

Morgado et al. 2017).  99 

 100 

2.2 Chemicals and mineral salt medium 101 

The mineral salt medium (MSM) was composed of (g L-1): Na2HPO4·12H2O, 6.15; 102 

KH2PO4, 1.52; MgSO4·7H2O, 0.2; CaCl2, 0.038; and 10 mL L-1 of a SL4 solution 103 

containing (g L-1): EDTA, 0.5; FeSO4·7H2O, 0.2; ZnSO4·7H2O, 0.01; MnCl2·7H2O, 104 

0.003. All the chemicals used for the preparation of the MSM were purchased in 105 

Panreac (Barcelona, Spain). Trimethylamine (45 % purity) was obtained from Sigma 106 

Aldrich (San Luis, EEUU). 107 
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2.3 Experimental setup and operating procedure 108 

The experimental setup (Fig. 1) consisted of two cylindrical PVC columns (height = 109 

0.58 m; inner diameter = 0.094 m) with a working volume of 4 L. The synthetic 110 

contaminated emission was prepared by injecting the TMA liquid solution with a 111 

syringe pump (Fusion 100, Chemyx Inc. USA) into an air stream of 2 L min-1, resulting 112 

in an average inlet concentration of 513 ± 69 mg m-3 in each bioreactor. The gas stream 113 

entered a mixing chamber in order to ensure complete TMA evaporation and 114 

homogenization before being fed to the reactors through a porous diffuser (pore 115 

diameter of 10 μm) located at the bottom.  116 

For the inoculation of the BC, 2 L of aerobic activated sludge were centrifuged for 10 117 

min at 10000 rpm and the pellet was resuspended in 1 L of MSM. The inoculum was 118 

added to the BC and fresh MSM was supplemented upon filling the 4 L of working 119 

volume, resulting in TSS and VSS concentrations of 2.79 and 2.13 g L-1, respectively. 120 

The BC was operated for 78 days at an empty bed residence time (EBRT) of 2 min and 121 

a daily replacement of 250 mL of the culture broth with fresh MSM (equivalent to a 122 

dilution rate of 0.0625 d-1). During the first 50 days of operation, all the biomass was 123 

recovered from the retrieved cultivation broth by centrifugation and returned to the 124 

bioreactor (equivalent to an infinite solids retention time) in order to promote biomass 125 

accumulation until reaching ~ 3 g VSS L-1. From day 50 onwards, 75 mL of the 250 mL 126 

of the cultivation broth daily retrieved were discarded (cell retention time = 53.3 days) 127 

in order to maintain a constant VSS concentration in the bioreactor. 128 

A 1 h abiotic test was performed with no biomass prior PCB start-up. For this purpose, 129 

the PCB illuminated with the LED lights was filled with mineral medium and TMA was 130 

continuously supplied at an inlet concentration of ~700 mg m-3. The results 131 

demonstrated that no TMA was removed by either adsorption or photodegradation 132 
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(Supplementary materials, Fig. S1). The inoculation of the PBC was performed by 133 

centrifugation of 1 L of aerobic activated sludge and 1 L of microalgae culture (10 min, 134 

10000 rpm). The pellets were resuspended in 1 L of MSM, added to the PBC and filled 135 

up to 4 L with fresh MSM at initial TSS and VSS concentrations of 2.18 and 1.76 g L-1, 136 

respectively. The PBC was operated for 103 days. CO2 was added to the inlet TMA-137 

laden emission at a concentration of 6 % v/v in order to supply inorganic carbon for 138 

photosynthetic microalgae growth. To this end, 1.88 L min-1 of TMA-laden air were 139 

mixed with 0.12 L min-1 of pure CO2 (Abelló Linde, Spain). A set of LED was installed 140 

around the PBC, providing a photosynthetic active radiation (PAR) of ~ 250 µmol m-2 s-141 

1 at the outer reactor surface. The PBC was operated during the first 54 days at an 142 

EBRT of 2 min with a daily MSM exchange rate of 250 mL (equivalent to a dilution 143 

rate of 0.0625 d-1) (Stage I). Between days 55 and 79, the EBRT was reduced to 1.5 min 144 

and the MSM exchange rate increased up to 375 mL d-1 (Stage II). Finally, from day 80 145 

onwards, the EBRT was further decreased to 1 min and 500 mL of MSM were daily 146 

exchanged (Stage III). During the first 12 days of operation, the biomass was recovered 147 

from the withdrawn cultivation broth and returned to the PBC after centrifugation in 148 

order to increase VSS concentration in the reactor. From this day on, the amount of 149 

biomass returned to the system was adjusted in order to maintain a constant biomass 150 

concentration of 3.5 g VSS L-1.  151 
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 152 

Fig.  1 Schematic representation of the experimental setup. GS: Gas sampling port 153 

2.4 Analytical procedure 154 

TMA gas concentration was analyzed in a Bruker 3900 gas chromatograph (Palo Alto, 155 

USA) equipped with a flame ionization detector and a Supelco HP-5-MS (30 m × 0.25 156 

µm × 0.25 µm) column. The oven, detector and injector temperatures were maintained 157 

constant at 250, 300 and 200 °C, respectively, for 2.5 min. N2 was used as the carrier 158 

gas at a flow of 1 mL min−1. CO2 and O2 gas concentrations were determined in a 159 

Bruker 430 gas chromatograph (Palo Alto, USA) coupled with a thermal conductivity 160 

detector and equipped with a CP-Molsieve 5A (15 m × 0.53 µm × 15 µm) and a P-161 

PoraBOND Q (25 m × 0.53 µm × 10 µm) columns. Oven, detector and injector 162 

temperatures were maintained constant at 45, 200 and 150 °C for 5 min, respectively. 163 

Helium was used as the carrier gas at a flow of 13.7 mL min−1. The pressure in the inlet 164 

gas stream was daily measured using a differential pressure sensor IFM (Essen, 165 

Germany) in order to control the actual flow of the inlet gas into the reactor. 166 
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The pH was daily analyzed in the cultivation broth using a glass membrane electrode 167 

PH BASIC 20 (Crison, Barcelona, Spain). Dissolved oxygen (DO) and temperature 168 

were also analyzed in the cultivation broth of the PBC using a CellOx 325 oxygen meter 169 

with a temperature sensor (WTW, New York, EEUU). Samples of the liquid phase of 170 

both bioreactors were drawn twice a week for the determination of TSS, total organic 171 

carbon (TOC), inorganic carbon (IC), total nitrogen (TN), ammonia (NH4
+), NO2

- and 172 

NO3
- concentrations. TSS and VSS concentrations were determined according to 173 

standard methods (American Water Works Association, 2012). TOC, IC and TN 174 

concentrations were measured using a TOC-VCSH analyzer coupled with a TNM-1 175 

chemiluminescence module (Shimadzu, Japan). NH4
+ concentration was analyzed with 176 

an Orion Dual Star ammonium specific electrode (Thermo Scientific, The Netherlands). 177 

Finally, 1 mL samples of cultivation broth were filtered through 0.22 μm filters and 178 

analyzed by HPLC-IC for nitrite and nitrate determination using a Waters 515 HPLC 179 

pump coupled with a conductivity detector (Waters 432) and equipped with an IC-PAK 180 

Anion HC column (4.6 × 150 mm) and an IC-Pak Anion Guard-Pak (Waters). Samples 181 

were eluted isocratically at 2 mL min−1 (at room temperature) with a solution of distilled 182 

water/acetonitrile/n-butanol/buffer at 84/12/2/2% v/v (Muñoz et al. 2013). The 183 

determination of the elemental composition of the algal-bacterial biomass in terms of 184 

carbon (C), hydrogen (H) and nitrogen (N) content was conducted at the end of the 185 

experimental period using a LECO CHNS-932 analyzer. 186 

 187 

2.5 DNA extraction, illumina library preparation and pyrosequencing 188 

Two samples were drawn for biological analysis from the cultivation broth of the PBC: 189 

I-PBC (corresponding to the algal-bacterial inoculum) and F-PBC (at the end of the 190 

experimental period). Total genomic DNA was extracted from 500 µL of sample using 191 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0301479716305011#bib1
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the Fast DNA Spin kit for soil (Biomedical, USA) according to the manufacturer’s 192 

instructions. DNA concentration was estimated by the Qubit fluorometer from 193 

Invitrogen, and the final concentration of the DNA sample was normalized to 5 ng µL-1. 194 

The extracted DNA was stored at -20ºC prior to pyrosequencing. Amplicon sequencing 195 

was carried out targeting the 16S V3 and V4 regions (464bp, Escherichia coli based 196 

coordinates) with the bacterial primers S-D-Bact-0341-b-S-17 and S-D-Bact-0785-a- A-197 

21, forward and reverse, respectively, which were chosen according to (Klindworth et 198 

al. 2013). Illumina adapter overhang nucleotide sequences were added to the gene-199 

specific sequences, thus resulting in the following full-length primers for the analysis: 200 

5´TCGTCGGCAGCGTCAGATGTGTATAAGAGACAGCCTACGGGNGGCWGCA201 

G (16S amplicon PCR forward primer), and 5  ́202 

GTCTCGTGGGCTCGGAGATGTGTATAAGAGAC-203 

AGGACTACHVGGGTATCTAATCC (16S amplicon PCR reverse primer). Indexed 204 

paired-end libraries were generated using the Nextera XT DNA Sample Preparation Kit 205 

(Illumina, San Diego, CA), with a reduced number of PCR cycles (25) using 55 ºC as 206 

annealing temperature. Libraries were then normalized and pooled prior to sequencing. 207 

Non-indexed PhiX library (Illumina, San Diego, CA) was used as performance control. 208 

Samples containing indexed amplicons were loaded onto the MiSeq reagent cartridge 209 

and onto the instrument along with the flow cell for automated cluster generation and 210 

paired-end sequencing with dual s (2 × 300bp run, MiSeq Reagent Kit v3) (Illumina, 211 

San Diego, CA). The pyrosequencing analysis was carried by the Foundation for the 212 

Promotion of Health and Biomedical Research of Valencia Region (FISABIO, Spain). 213 

 214 

 215 

 216 
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 2.6 16S rDNA-based taxonomic analysis 217 

Quality assessment was performed using the PRINSEQ-LITE program (Schmieder and 218 

Edwards 2011) applying the following parameters: min_length: 50, trim_qual_right: 30, 219 

trim_qual_type: mean and trim_qual_window: 20. After quality assessment, paired-end 220 

reads were joined together with the FLASH program (Magoč and Salzberg 2011). The 221 

eventual chimeras belonging to PCR artifacts among the sequences were discarded 222 

using the USEARCH program (Edgar 2010), and taxonomic assignments were then 223 

carried out using the RDP- Classifier from the Ribosomal Database Project (Wang et al. 224 

2007; Cole et al. 2009), which is available from the RDP website 225 

(http://rdp.cme.msu.edu/ classifier/). Shannon index was calculated using the Vegan 226 

library version 2.3e1 (Oksanen et al. 2015). The Krona tool was used to represent 227 

relative abundances and confidences within the complex hierarchies of metagenomics 228 

classifications (Ondov et al. 2011). 229 

 230 

2.7 Data analysis 231 

The statistical data analysis was performed using SPSS 20.0 (IBM, USA). The results 232 

are given as the average ± standard deviation. Significant differences were analyzed by 233 

ANOVA and post-hoc analysis for multiple group comparisons. Differences were 234 

considered to be significant at p ≤ 0.05. 235 

 236 

3. Results and discussion 237 

3.1 Performance of the bacterial bioreactor  238 

TMA removal efficiency (RE) reached values of ~ 80 % immediately after BC start-up, 239 

recording an average removal of 78 ± 5 % during the complete experimental period 240 
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(Fig. 2A, white bars). The maximum RE (88.3 %) was observed by day 52 of operation, 241 

corresponding to an inlet TMA concentration of 658 mg m-3. The average elimination 242 

capacity (EC) of the system was 12.1 ± 2.2 g TMA m-3 h-1, and the maximum EC value 243 

of 16.7 g TMA m-3 h-1 was achieved by day 64 at an inlet TMA concentration of 638 244 

mg m-3.   245 

 246 

 247 

 248 

Fig. 2 Average TMA removal efficiencies (A) and elimination capacities (B) in the BC (white 249 

bars) and the PBC at the three EBRTs tested: (I) 2 min, (II) 1.5 min and (III) 1 min. Vertical 250 

lines represent standard deviation from replicate measurement under steady state. Columns 251 

within each group with different letters were significantly different at p < 0.05 252 

 253 

A high CO2 production was recorded right after the start-up of the BC, reaching a 254 

maximum concentration of 5.8 g m-3 by day 3 of operation. This high production rate 255 

(121.9 g CO2 m-3 h-1) was attributed to the degradation of both TMA and cell debris and 256 

death biomass from the inoculum. From this day on, CO2 concentration gradually 257 

decreased until stabilizing at 1.6 ± 0.7 g m-3 from day 27 onwards. The activation of 258 

nitrifying bacteria, autotrophic consumers of CO2, likely contributed to the reduction of 259 

the emitted CO2, with final production values of 27.9 g CO2 m-3 h-1. 260 
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Ammonia was produced during the aerobic degradation of TMA, and its accumulation 261 

in the cultivation broth might result in inhibitory effects on the microbial community. 262 

Thus, the analysis of the variation of the pH and the nitrogen species concentration in 263 

the liquid phase is of key importance in biological reactors devoted to TMA removal. 264 

From day 0 to 10, the pH fluctuated between 7 and 8, this neutral value being likely 265 

associated with NH4
+ accumulation (NH4

+ concentration in the cultivation broth 266 

increased up to 365 mg N-NH4
+ L-1 by day 10). This behavior has been previously 267 

reported in biofilters treating TMA (Ho et al. 2008). During these days, neither NO2ˉ 268 

nor NO3ˉ accumulation was observed (Fig. 3A). Between days 11 and 50, a gradual 269 

decrease in the pH was recorded, reaching a minimum value of 4.21 on day 49 (Fig. 270 

S2A). This pH decrease was attributed to the activation of nitrifying bacteria, which 271 

mediated the oxidation of NH4
+ to NO3ˉ up to a maximum value of 830 mg N-NO3ˉ L-1 272 

by day 45 and triggered the acidification of the cultivation broth. Similarly, Ho et al. 273 

(2008) observed an increase in nitrite and nitrate concentration and a decrease in NH4
+ 274 

concentration when species of nitrifying bacteria were inoculated in their biotrickling 275 

filter. In our particular case, NO2ˉ accumulation was negligible compared to NO3ˉ 276 

accumulation. The concentration of nitrogen species in the culture medium finally 277 

stabilized at steady state values of 411  79 mg N-NH4
+ L-1 and 793  96 mg N- NO3ˉ 278 

L-1 (average pH of 5.4 ± 0.4). Despite the high concentrations of NH4
+ and NO3ˉ, no 279 

toxic effect was observed on the microbial community, which was able to maintain 280 

constant TMA degradation regardless of the pH of the culture broth.  281 

An initial decrease in the VSS concentration was observed due to cell lysis, reaching a 282 

minimum value of 1.07 g L-1 by day 4 (Fig. S3A). From day 4 onwards, the VSS 283 

concentration gradually increased up to a maximum value of 3.74 g L-1 by day 45. 284 
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Finally, a steady concentration of 3.0 ± 0.1 g L-1 was maintained by setting a constant 285 

solids retention time.  286 

 287 

  288 

Fig.  3 Time course of the nitrogen species in BC (A) and PBC (B): TN (), N-NH4
+ (∆), N-289 

NO3¯ (♦) and N-NO2¯ (◊) 290 

 291 

3.2 Performance of the algal-bacterial photobioreactor  292 

A high TMA removal performance was recorded following PBC start-up. REs and ECs 293 

remained at average values of 97 ± 3 % and 16.0 ± 2.1 g m-3 h-1, respectively, during 294 

process operation at an EBRT of 2 min (Fig. 2). TMA outlet concentrations were 295 

significantly lower compared to those recorded in the BC, with average values of 22 ± 296 
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18 mg m-3. The outlet TMA concentration was even below the detection limit of the 297 

GC-FID (~3.6 mg m-3) on certain days of operation. A maximum EC of 18.5 g m-3 h-1 298 

was recorded on day 4, corresponding to a TMA inlet concentration of 655 mg m-3. The 299 

good performance of the photobioreactor allowed to further reducing the EBRT to 1.5 300 

min (stage II) and 1 min (stage III). This decrease in EBRT did not mediate a 301 

deterioration in process performance as shown by the high REs of 98 ± 2 % and 94 ± 6 302 

% recorded in stage II and III, respectively. The increase in TMA load resulted in 303 

significantly higher ECs under these operating conditions (21.2 ± 2.3 and 28.1 ± 2.8 g 304 

m-3·h-1, respectively) (Fig. 2B). These results were considerably better than those 305 

obtained in previous TMA biodegradation studies reported in literature. For instance, 306 

Wan et al. (2011) recorded a RE of ~79 % (maximum EC of 14.0 g TMA m-3 h-1) in a 307 

biotrickling filter treating a contaminated emission polluted with 420 mg m-3 of TMA at 308 

an EBRT of 1 min.  309 

A net CO2 consumption of ~9 % (taking into account the CO2 supplemented and CO2 310 

produced by heterotrophic bacteria) was recorded throughout the experimental period as 311 

a result of inorganic carbon assimilation by microalgae and nitrifying bacteria. An 312 

average CO2 concentration value of 151.8 ± 21.0 g m-3 was obtained regardless of the 313 

operating conditions. On the other hand, the outlet O2 concentration always exceeded 314 

the inlet concentration value. 315 

NH4
+ concentration steadily increased after PBC start-up at an EBRT of 2 min, reaching 316 

a steady value of 369 ± 34 mg N-NH4
+ L-1 from day 16 onwards. However, nitrifying 317 

activity was recorded earlier in the PBC compared to the BC, resulting in the 318 

accumulation of NO3ˉ and NO2ˉ from days 5 and 9, respectively. In addition, NO2ˉ 319 

concentration increased above NO3ˉ concentration by day 12. From day 33 onwards, 320 

these nitrogen species stabilized at 290 ± 33 mg N-NO2ˉ L-1 and 248 ± 8 mg N-NO3ˉ L-1 321 
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(Fig. 3B). When the EBRT was reduced to 1.5 min (stage II), the increase in TMA load 322 

resulted in a sharp decrease in the concentration of both nitrite and nitrate to steady 323 

values of 48 ± 27 mg N-NO2ˉ L-1 and 22 ± 2 mg N-NO3ˉ L-1 during this stage. On the 324 

contrary, ammonia concentration increased up to 853 ± 121 mg N-NH4
+ L-1, which 325 

suggested a inhibition of the nitrifying bacteria as a result of their high sensitivity to 326 

ammonia loading (Awolusi et al. 2016). A slight recovery of the nitrifying activity was 327 

observed during stage III,  where ammonia concentration decreased to 593 ± 60 mg N-328 

NH4
+ L-1 and nitrate and nitrite concentrations increased to steady values of  111 ± 6 mg 329 

N-NO3ˉ L-1 and 252 ± 23 mg N-NO2ˉ L-1, respectively (Fig. 3B). 330 

An average temperature of 30.7 ± 1.0 ºC was recorded in the PBC cultivation broth, 331 

slightly higher than the temperature recorded in BC (25 ºC) due to the illumination of 332 

the reactor with LED lights. The DO in the medium remained at 5.7 ± 0.8, 6.7 ± 0.4 and 333 

7.2 ± 0.2 mg L-1 in stages I, II and III, respectively, always below water saturation at the 334 

operating temperature (7.6 mg L-1) due to the active aerobic degradation of TMA. The 335 

increase in the DO when decreasing the EBRT can be attributed to the higher mass 336 

transfer coefficient (KLa) resulting from the higher gas flowrates, and thereby an 337 

enhanced O2 transfer to the liquid medium. Values of DO and O2 concentration in the 338 

treated gas stream confirmed that the system was not limited by oxygen availability. 339 

The pH remained roughly constant throughout the complete experimental period, with 340 

average values of 6.7 ± 0.3, 7.7 ± 0.2 and 7.4 ± 0.2 at stages I, II and III, respectively 341 

(Fig. S2B). 342 

A decrease in VSS concentration was observed during the first operating days, reaching 343 

a minimum value of 1.15 g L-1. From day 5, biomass concentration increased up to 3.84 344 

g VSS L-1 by day 12 (Fig. S3B). A daily biomass wastage was then implemented in 345 

order to maintain constant VSS concentrations of 3.13 ± 1.04, 4.41 ± 0.39 and 3.65 ± 346 
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0.61 g L-1, in stages I, II and III, respectively. It is important to remark that a higher 347 

biomass growth was recorded in the PBC compared to the BC due to the contribution of 348 

the algal biomass. 349 

 350 

3.3 Comparative analysis between BC and PBC 351 

Overall, the PBC showed a better TMA removal performance than the conventional BC 352 

at an EBRT of 2 min, with EC ×1.3 times higher compared to those recorded in the BC 353 

at this EBRT. This improved behavior was attributed to the higher pH prevailing in the 354 

PBC, which remained close to optimum values (6-8) for the enzymatic activity of 355 

TMA-degrading bacteria (Chang et al. 2004). In this context, the pH in BC remained 356 

below this optimal interval likely due to nitrification, while an average value of 6.7 ± 357 

0.3 was recorded in the PCB due to N assimilation by microalgae and the inherent 358 

increase in pH caused by photosynthesis. These favorable environmental conditions 359 

allowed reducing the EBRT in the PCB to 1 min without statistically significant 360 

differences in the RE and higher ECs (up to ×2.3 higher), despite the increase in TMA 361 

load. This fact was attributed to a mass transfer limitation rather than a biological 362 

limitation in the photobioreactor. In this sense, an increase in the TMA load resulted in 363 

a higher concentration gradient and therefore an enhanced TMA mass transfer from the 364 

gas to the liquid phase, where TMA-degrading microorganisms were capable of 365 

sustaining the removal performance of the system. 366 

Likewise, an improvement in the quality of the liquid effluent in terms of N content 367 

under comparable TMA removal efficiencies was observed in the PBC. A total nitrogen 368 

mass balance showed that 30% less nitrogen was discharged in the exchanged PBC 369 

cultivation broth compared to that of the BC, even at EBRTs of 1.5 and 1 min (when 370 

TMA load was 1.5 and 2 times higher, respectively) (Fig. 4). TN concentration 371 
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decreased significantly from 1307 ± 149 mg N L-1 in the BC to 879 ± 58, 893 ± 39 and 372 

886 ± 78 mg N L-1 in the PBC in stages I, II and III, respectively. This decrease was 373 

associated to nitrogen assimilation during algal biomass growth. Indeed, a biomass 374 

production of ~0.23 and 0.70 g biomass d-1 was recorded in the BC and the PBC, 375 

respectively. In this context, nitrogen is the most abundant macronutrient in algal 376 

biomass with a content ranging between 5 and 10 % of its dry weight, as confirmed by 377 

the analysis of CHN content of algal-bacterial biomass (42.3 ± 4.2 % C, 6.0 ± 0.6 % H 378 

and 6.2 ± 1.3 % N). Nitrogen can be assimilated in the forms of NO3ˉ, NO2ˉ, NO or 379 

NH4
+, although assimilation of NH4

+ over nitrite and nitrate is preferred by microalgae 380 

as a result of its most reduced redox state (Markou et al. 2014). Interestingly, NO2ˉ 381 

concentration increased in the PBC during stage I while an increase in NH4
+ 382 

concentration was recorded during stage II. This was attributed to the different activity 383 

of the bacteria involved in the nitrification process depending on the operating 384 

conditions of the PBC, resulting in the inhibition of the different stages of nitrification, 385 

where ammonia oxidizing bacteria (AOB) oxidize NH4
+ to NO2ˉ, which is subsequently 386 

oxidized to NO3ˉ by nitrite-oxidizing bacteria (NOB). In this regard, the accumulation 387 

of nitrite in stage I was attributed to the partial nitrification of NH4
+ as a result of the 388 

high temperature in the reactor (~31 ºC), which could hinder the activity of NOB such 389 

as Nitrobacter (optimum temperature range ~ 24–25 °C) (Huang et al. 2010; Awolusi et 390 

al. 2016). Thus, an incomplete nitrification would trigger the accumulation of NO2ˉ in 391 

the medium. On the other hand, NH4
+ concentration increased in stage II. The higher 392 

TMA load applied at this lower EBRT might have inhibited nitrifying bacteria activity 393 

due to their greater sensitivity to changes in NH4
+ loading rates (Hu et al. 2009; Awolusi 394 

et al. 2016), thus preventing NH4
+ nitrification. In stage III, NO2ˉ concentration 395 
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significantly increased up to values close to those of stage I, probably due to the 396 

acclimation of nitrifying bacteria to the temperature and NH4
+ loading rates. 397 

Overall, the optimal operating conditions were recorded in the PBC during Stage III 398 

since similar values of TMA RE (> 90 %) and total nitrogen concentration in the 399 

exchanged cultivation broth were recorded compared to Stages I and II, while the TMA 400 

elimination capacity increased by ×2.3. 401 

 402 

 403 

 404 

Fig.  4 Concentration profiles of nitrogen-containing species in the BC (white columns) and 405 

PBC at the three EBRTs tested: (I) 2 min, (II) 1.5 min and (III) 1 min. Vertical lines represent 406 

standard deviation. Columns within each group with different letters were significantly different 407 

at p < 0.05 408 

 409 

3.4 Effect of trimethylamine on the microbial communities 410 

A total of 133521 and 105547 initial bacterial 16S rRNA sequence reads generated by 411 

the MiSeq Illumina platform for I-PBC and F-PBC samples, respectively, passed the 412 

quality and taxonomic cutoff. Effective bacterial sequences from the samples were 413 
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affiliated to a total of 11 phyla. Of them, the most dominant phyla in I-PBC were 414 

Actinobacteria (32 %), Proteobacteria (17 %), Candidatus Saccharibacteria (15 %), 415 

Chloroflexi (11 %) and Firmicutes (9 %). Other phyla with abundances > 1 % were 416 

Bacteroidetes, Planctomycetes and Verrucomicrobia. These phyla are commonly found 417 

in activated sludge (Zhang et al. 2012; Lebrero et al. 2013). However, a significant 418 

specialization of the microbial community was observed as a result of TMA 419 

biodegradation, which resulted in the dominance of only two phyla: Actinobacteria (55 420 

%) and Proteobacteria (42 %) (Fig. 5). Indeed, the Shannon-Wiener diversity indices of 421 

the microbial communities present at the I-PBC and F-PBC were 3.68 and 1.86, 422 

respectively. Typical values range from 1.5 to 3.5, which correspond to low and high 423 

species evenness and richness, respectively (MacDonald 2003). The significant decrease 424 

in the diversity index revealed a gradual enrichment and specialization of the microbial 425 

community as a result of TMA biodegradation. 426 

 427 

Fig. 5 Community composition at a phyla level across samples. I-PBC: algal-bacterial 428 

inoculum, F-PBC: end of the experimental period. The abundance is presented in terms of 429 

percentage in total effective bacterial sequences in a sample, classified using RDP Classifier 430 

 431 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/diversity-index
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/microbial-community
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/species-richness
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/community-composition
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At the genus level, the pyrosequencing showed a total of 501 genera in I-PBC and 139 432 

in F-PBC sample (Fig. 6). Of them, only 82 in I-PBC and 20 in F-PBC were present 433 

with abundances > 0.1 % (Table S1), and represented 95 and 98 % of the total number 434 

of readings at the genus level, respectively, which confirmed the lower diversity in the 435 

F-PBC. Based on the phylogenetic analysis, the Actinobacteria phylum was the most 436 

abundant in both samples, the genus Mumia, belonging to the family Nocardioidaceae, 437 

representing 47 % of the total genera. The Mumia genus was recently discovered in soil 438 

samples (Lee et al. 2014), thus growth conditions and functions are yet unknown. The 439 

results obtained in the present study suggest the ability of Mumia to grow on TMA, 440 

although further research is necessary to confirm this hypothesis. 441 

 442 
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 443 
Fig. 6 Krona graphs showing the population structure of samples I-PBC (A: algal-bacterial 444 

inoculum) and F-PBC (B, end of the experimental period) 445 

 446 

The genus Aquamicrobium belonging to the class Alphaproteobacteria showed an 447 

abundance of 38 %. Different members of the genus Aquamicrobium have been isolated 448 

from pollutant-loaded environments such as wastewater treatment plants, activated 449 

sewage sludge and biofilters (Jin et al. 2013). Moreover, Aquamicrobium sp. was 450 

recently identified as an AOB resistant to high concentrations of N-NH4
+  (Yang et al. 451 

2015). Similarly, Huang et al. demonstrated the capacity of Aquamicrobium sp. to 452 

oxidize ammonia, and classified this genus as a cold- and salt-tolerant AOB (Huang et 453 

al. 2017). Therefore, the presence of Aquamicrobium in the PBC cultivation broth, an 454 

AOB extremely tolerant to high temperatures and NH4
+ concentrations, supports the 455 

hypothesis of a partial nitrification which resulted in the accumulation of nitrite over 456 

nitrate.  457 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/waste-water-treatment-plant
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 458 

4. Conclusions  459 

This study confirmed the feasibility of biologically abating TMA from waste gas 460 

streams in bacterial and algal-bacterial bubble column reactors. The bacterial reactor 461 

achieved REs of 78 % and ECs of 12 g TMA m-3 h-1 at inlet TMA concentrations of ~ 462 

500 mg m-3 and EBRT of 2 min. Conversely, the algal-bacterial photobioreactor 463 

provided enhancements in TMA removal by almost 20 % and reached ECs of 16 g 464 

TMA m-3 h-1 under similar conditions. The maintenance of high TMA-REs at EBRTs of 465 

1.5 and 1 min (98 % and 94 %, respectively) confirmed the outstanding performance of 466 

the algal-bacterial photobioreactor. The higher pH recorded in the PBC due to 467 

photosynthetic activity together with the lower nitrification rates could have mediated 468 

this enhanced performance. Moreover, algal activity in the PBC resulted in a net CO2 469 

consumption in the gas stream and a 30 % decrease in the TN concentration of the 470 

liquid effluent as a result of a superior nitrogen assimilation. These promising results 471 

highlight the potential of implementation of this innovative process for TMA abatement 472 

from air emissions. Likewise, this study supports the relevance of future research in 473 

order to adapt the process to the specific needs of the industrial emissions. 474 
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